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Behavioural science brings together 

many disciplines to study human 

behaviour, such as psychology, 

economics, and biology. 

At Warwick, we aim to  link theoretical 

and practical challenges in the social 

sciences with experimental methods and 

the natural sciences. 

Topics of interest include behavioural 

and experimental economics, cognitive 

science, judgement and decision making, 

and the application of economic methods 

to social phenomena not traditionally 

included within economics. 

We examine these topics using 

quantitative methods such as 

experiments, dataset analyses, 

modelling, and simulations. 

Campus research laboratories are 

equipped to allow computer-based 

experiments to be conducted en-masse. 

Specialist facilities such as eye-tracking 

and EEG are also available. 

Behavioural science is taught across a 

number programmes at Warwick. 

These include the MSc Behavioural and 

Economic Science, Full-time MBA, as well 

as  open online courses, executive 

education and the annual summer school. 

Read about our latest research here: 

https://warwick.ac.uk/research/prioritie 

s/behaviouralscience 
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Summit Programme

Welcome & Introduction  
Rishabh Kumar & Daniel Read 

 
 

Keynote: Advances in Behavioural Science 
Nina Mazar 

 
 

The Past, Present and Future of Financial Regulation
and Behavioural Science 

Paul Adams 
 
 

Behaviour Data Science   
Chanuki Illushka Seresinhe 

 
 

Lunch 
 
 

Panel Discussion: New Frontiers of  
Behavioural Science 

 Sam Tatum, Colin Strong, Ganna Pogrebna,  
Jez Groom, Fadi Makki 
Facilitated by: Ivo Vlaev 

 
 

Fire-side Chat  
Stuart Johnson, Paul Adams 
Facilitated by: Neil Stewart 

 
 

Closing Remarks 
Elliot Ludvig & Rishabh Kumar

09:45 - 10:00 

10:00 - 11:00 

   

11:00 - 11:45 

11:45 - 12:30 

12:30 - 13:30 

13:30-15:00 

15:00 - 16:00 

16:00 - 16:30



Nina has been named one of the “40 most outstanding B-school profs

under 40 in the world”. She teaches at Boston University and also

leads an influential Behavioural Economics firm, BE Works. She has

carried out research in the field of behavioural economics, and been

published in leading journals like the Journal of Marketing Research

and Psychological Sciences. 

Outside the world of academia, Nina has several achievements as

well. She co-founded BE Works and is the Chief Scientific Advisor on

the board. Nina has given public talks to the European Commission,

OECD, TEDx and many more. She has also acted as an advisor to

Governments and non-profit organisations. 

Nina Mazar
Co-Founder & Chief Scientific Advisor at BEworks 



Paul Adams has been an economist at the UK's Financial Conduct

Authority (FCA) for six years, and co-founded the Behavioural

Economics and Data Science Unit in 2015.  

Paul ran the FCA's first-ever large-scale randomised controlled trial

(RCT), which was published in 2014. He has since helped the FCA run

large scale, multi-firm RCTs to inform policy in areas such as

compensation, retirement, insurance, savings, credit cards and current

accounts.  

Paul and the team also uses large historical datasets and causal

methods to evaluate existing policy, as well as apply behavioural

science and data science to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of

the FCA. 

Paul Adams 
Co-founder of the FCA's Behavioural Economics and Data Science Unit   



Chanuki Illushka Seresinhe is a doctoral researcher at the Warwick

Business School and the Alan Turing Institute.  

Chanuki's research interest entails using big online datasets and deep

learning to understand how the aesthetics of the environment affects

human wellbeing. Her research has been featured in the press worldwide

including the Economist, Wired, The Times, BBC, Spiegel Online,

Guardian, Telegraph and Scientific American.  

Before returning to university, Chanuki had a diverse career that included

running her own digital design consultancy for over eight years. 

Chanuki Illushka Seresinhe 
Doctoral Researcher at Warwick Business School,  Alan Turing Institute 



Psychologist and former Head of Behavioural Science for Ogilvy

Australia, Sam Tatam is currently Behavioural Strategy Director at

OgilvyChange in London, a practice that combines leading research in

cognitive psychology and behavioural economics with the creative

expertise of the Ogilvy Group. 

Sam’s experience stems from a background in Organisational

Psychology and advertising strategy, with a clear focus on

understanding consumer behaviour on both a macro and micro scale.  

Today, he brings this thinking to Ogilvy’s clients across the globe,

developing behavioural interventions and shaping the

communications of some of the world’s most powerful brands and

influential organisations. 

Sam Tatum 
Behavioural Strategy Director at OgilvyChange 



Colin works with a wide range of brands and public sector

organisations to combine market research with behavioural science to

create new and innovative solutions to long-standing strategy and

policy challenges.     

Colin was previously MD of Technology at GfK, where he worked with a

wide range of tech brands on their consumer strategies.  He continues

to provide insight and consulting on the ways in which tech is

disrupting a wide range of categories – with implications for research

strategies.  

Colin is a published author (Humanizing Big Data), speaker and

contributor to a wide variety of industry publications.  He also publishes

much of his writing on Facta+ Magazine.  

Colin Strong 
Global Head of Behavioural Science at Ipsos 



Ganna is interested in analysing individual and group decision-making

under risk and uncertainty (ambiguity) using laboratory experiments,

field experiments and non-experimental data (specifically Big Data).

Her work aims to develop quantitative models capable of describing

and predicting individual and group behaviour.  

Ganna contributes her expertise as a behavioural scientist/decision

theorist at Birmingham Business School (University of Birmingham),

and Warwick Manufacturing Group (University of Warwick). She also

collaborates with the Alan Turing Institute on a number of projects.  

Her recent projects focus on smart technological and social systems,

cybersecurity, human-computer interactions (HCI), human-data

interactions (HDI), and business models. 

Ganna Pogrebna 
Professor of Behavioural Economics and Data Science at the 
University of Birmingham 



Jez is Chief Choice Architect and Founder of Cowry Consulting, an

award winning behavioural economics consultancy that helps

companies transform their customer and employee experience.  

Cowry works with some of the biggest brands in the UK including Sky,

Tesco, Sainsbury's, Aegon, Fidelity International, Old Mutual Wealth,

EDF Energy and Accenture. Their work has been celebrated in the UK

and Internationally and they have been awarded the Innovation in

Customer Experience Award at the Customer Contact Innovation

Awards 2017 and a Gold in Best Learning and Development

Programme in the European Contact Centre and Customer Service

Awards 2017.  

Jez Groom 
Founder, Chief Choice Architect at Cowry Consulting 



Fadi Makki is member of the Council for Behavioral Sciences at the

World Economic Forum, and pioneer in the application of behavioural

economics to public policy in the Middle East, where he led a large

number of randomised control trials (RCTs) in policy areas such as

healthy lifestyle, compliance and rule of law, sustainability, education

and workers’ welfare. 

He founded the first nudge unit in the Middle East, Qatar’s Behavioural

Insights Unit (QBIU), within the Supreme Committee for Delivery &

Legacy, and is the founder of Nudge Lebanon and the Consumer-

Citizen Lab. He is an adjunct professor at Hamad Bin Khalifa University

and visiting lecturer at AUB where he teaches Behavioural Economics

and Policy. 

Fadi Makki 
Founder and Chief of Qatar Behavioural Insights Unit; Founder of 
Nudge Lebanon 



Professor Vlaev received his doctorate (D.Phil.) in Experimental

Psychology from the University of Oxford and St. John's College. He was

formerly a Research Fellow at University College London and a Senior

Lecturer in Behavioural Sciences at Imperial College London. 

In 2010, Professor Vlaev co-authored the Mindspace report published

by the UK Cabinet Office, advising local and national policymakers on

how to effectively use behavioural insights in their policy setting.  

Since then, he has helped public and private organisations develop and

apply lessons from behavioural science. 

Ivo Vlaev 
Professor of Behavioural Science, University of Warwick 



Stuart Johnson is the Head of Conduct Risk and Behavioural

Economics in UK Regulatory Compliance.  In this role Stuart provides

subject matter expertise to apply behavioural economics concepts to

financial services.  Stuart has worked closely with the FCA on a number

of different initiatives, most recently the Prompts and Alerts work

across the retail and commercial bank. 

Stuart holds an MSc in Economics from the London School of

Economics and Political Science.  Before joining HSBC in 2015, Stuart

worked as a behavioural economic consultant across health care,

financial services and Government.  

Stuart Johnson
Head of Conduct Risk & Behavioural Economics at HSBC 



Neil works in the field of behavioural and economic science and applies

this research to problems in the real world.  

At the moment, his research focuses on consumer credit card

decisions, on criminal and bad behaviour using crime and incident

records, and on a mathematical model of consumer decision-making

known as Decision by Sampling (DbS).  

Neil uses a mixture of laboratory experiments, field experiments, and

data science techniques applied to large datasets.

Neil Stewart
Professor of Behavioural Science, University of Warwick 



The student group Warwick Behavioural Insights Team (WBIT) was

created in 2017 with the intention of applying knowledge to action.  

In 2017, the Nudge unit within the team designed interventions to

reduce waste and improve recycling practices at university

accommodations. 

The Team's Engagement Unit organised events and talks to increase

the industry-student interaction and learning experience. In 2017, the

Senior Economic Advisor for Behavioural Insights of OECD spoke

about Behaviour Economics in Public Policy. In early 2018, we invited

leading practitioners in the Banking & Finance industry for talks on

applications of Behavioural Economics in Financial Services.

Warwick Behavioural Insights Team

One finds limits by

pushing them. 

Herbert Simon 
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